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African-American history is the part of American history that looks at the African-Americans or Black
Americans in the United States. Although previously marginalized, African-American history has gained
ground in school and university curriculum and gained wider scholarly attention since the late 20th century.
African-American history - Wikipedia
The American Documents for the Study of History AMDOCS is maintained by an unfunded group of
volunteers dedicated to providing quality materials for free public access, and was founded in 1993.
Documents for the Study of American History: US History
The military history of the United States spans a period of over two centuries. During those years, the United
States evolved from a new nation fighting Great Britain for independence (1775â€“1783), through the
monumental American Civil War (1861â€“1865) and, after collaborating in triumph during World War II
(1941â€“1945), to the world's sole ...
Military history of the United States - Wikipedia
Links to American History Timelines . Christopher Columbus Timeline 1451-1506 Ben Franklin Timeline
History Advertising in America Timeline 1850-1920
American History Printable Timelines - US History Site.com
"What were eastern Nebraska and Kansas like 100 million years ago? In the Central Plains, the Dakota rocks
run in a band from southwestern Minnesota, southeastern South Dakota, northwestern Iowa, and eastern
Nebraska (Dakota City to Lincoln and Fairbury) to central Kansas, northwestern Oklahoma and northeastern
New Mexico.
American History Timeline - Andrew Roberts
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